Post-Apocalyptic and Dystopian Fiction
5 to 1
Holly Bodger
In a dystopian future where gender selection has led to girls outnumbering boys 5 to 1
marriage is arranged based on a series of tests. It's Sudasa's turn to pick a husband
through this 'fair' method, but she's not sure she wants to be a part of it.
After the Red Rain
Barry Lyga
Set in a future world of environmental collapse and mass poverty, where a mysterious
boy named Rose discovers he possesses inhuman powers that can irrevocably
change the lives of everyone on the planet.
After: Nineteen Stories of Apocalypse and Dystopia
Call Number: 813.08762 A258 2012
An anthology of nineteen tales by well-known authors of young adult and adult literature
which explore the lives of teens raised after a catastrophe, either in the first few
years after the change or in the distant future.
Akira
Call Number: 741.5 qO88aE2
Dystopian Japanese manga.
Black River Falls
Jeff Hirsch
"Seventeen-year-old Cardinal has escaped the virus that ravaged his town, leaving its
victims alive but without their memories. He chooses to remain in the quarantined zone,
caring for a group of orphaned kids in a mountain camp with the help of the former brutal
school bully, now transformed by the virus into his best friend. But then a strong-willed
and mysterious young woman appears, and the closed-off world Cardinal has created
begins to crumble."--Provided by publisher.
Bluescreen: a Mirador novel
Dan Wells
Los Angeles, 2050. A djinni is a smart device implanted right in a person's head.
In a world where virtually everyone is online twenty-four hours a day, this connection presents plenty of opportunities for someone who knows how to manipulate it. Marisa Carneseca spends her days in Mirador, but she lives on the net, going to school-- or doing
things of more questionable legality with her friends Sahara and Anja. It's Anja who first
gets her hands on Bluescreen, a virtual drug that plugs right into a person's djinni and
delivers a massive, nonchemical, completely safe high. But Mari and her friends soon
find themselves in the middle of a conspiracy that is much bigger than they ever suspected.

Broken Crowns
Lauren DeStefano
With their floating city utopia threatened by the war on the ground and the greed of two
kings, Morgan and the others from Internment must find a way to save the city from falling out of the sky or being obliterated altogether.
The Disappearance of Ember Crow
Ambelin Kwaymullina
When Ashala and her Tribe of super powered illegals forge an alliance with the "saurs,"
an intelligent race of lizards, their survival is threatened by a friend's disappearance.
Falls the Shadow
Stefanie Gaither
When her sister Violet dies, Cate's wealthy family brings home Violet's clone, who fits
in perfectly until Cate uncovers something sinister about the cloning movement.
Flawed
Cecelia Ahern
"In a future society where 'flawed' people who have committed crimes are branded with
an F, a young girl takes a stand"-- Provided by publisher.
Ignite me
Tehereh Mafi
Series: Shatter Me
With Omega Point destroyed, Juliette doesn't know if the rebels, her friends, or even
Adam are alive. But that won't keep her from trying to take down The Reestablishment
once and for all. Now she must rely on Warner, the handsome commander of Sector
45. The one person she never thought she could trust. The same person who saved
her life. He promises to help Juliette master her powers and save their dying world ...
but that's not all he wants with her.
Ink and Bone
Rachael Caine
"Ruthless and supremely powerful, the Great Library is now a presence in every major
city, governing the flow of knowledge to the masses. Alchemy allows the Library to deliver the content of the greatest works of history instantly, but the personal ownership of
books is expressly forbidden ... When his friend inadvertently commits heresy by creating a device that could change the world, Jess discovers that those who control the
Great Library believe that knowledge is more valuable than any human life--and soon
both heretics and books will burn"--Dust jacket flap.
The Isle
Jordana Frankel
Although Ren is able to find the supply of magical water that cures her sister, she faces
more trouble when Governor Voss kidnaps Aven and an ancient order called the Tètai
are determined to protect the healing water that the city needs to survive.

Junior Braves of the Apocalypse
Greg Smith, Michael Tanner
Call Number: 741.5 S648 2015
Volume 1: A brave is brave.
The Last Full Measure
Trent Reedy
Danny Wright is considered to be a hero by many in the rebel held area of Idaho
and the Northwest, but he has little faith in what passes for a government there, or
in the secretive and repressive Brotherhood--and when nuclear weapons are detonated
in Washington, D.C. and New York, the Civil War suddenly turns into World War III.
The Last Star
Richard Yancey
"In the epic conclusion to the 5th Wave series, Cassie, Ben, Ringer, and Evan confront the Others' plans for the fate of the human race and the planet"-- Provided by publisher.
Maggot Moon
Sally Gardner
An unlikely teenager risks all to expose the truth about a heralded moon landing. What
if the football hadn't gone over the wall. On the other side of the wall there is a dark secret. And the devil. And the Moon Man. And the Motherland doesn't want anyone to
know. But Standish Treadwell--who has different-colored eyes, who can't read, can't
write, Standish Treadwell isn't bright--sees things differently than the rest of the "traintrack thinkers." So when Standish and his only friend and neighbor, Hector, make their
way to the other side of the wall, they see what the Motherland has been hiding. And
it's big.
Never Let Me Go
Kazuo Ishiguro
Hailsham seems like a pleasant English boarding school, far from the influences of the
city. Its students are well tended and supported, trained in art and literature, and become just the sort of people the world wants them to be. But, curiously, they are taught
nothing of the outside world and are allowed little contact with it. Within the grounds of
Hailsham, Kathy grows from schoolgirl to young woman, but it's only when she and her
friends Ruth and Tommy leave the safe grounds of the school (as they always knew
they would) that they realize the full truth of what Hailsham is.
No. 6
Atsuko Asano
Call Number: 741.5 A 7983 2013
Gifted boys and friendships in a dystopian world.

On the Edge of Gone
Corinne Duyvis
"In Amsterdam, the Netherlands, in 2034, a comet is due to hit the Earth within the hour.
Denise, who's sixteen years old and autistic, must try to find her missing sister and also
help her neglectful, undependable mother safely aboard a spaceship"--Provided by publisher.
The Prey
Tom Isbell
"After the apocalyptic Omega, a group of orphaned teen boys learn of their dark fate and
escape, joining forces with twin girls who have been imprisoned for the 'good
of the republic.' In their plight for freedom, these young heroes must find the best in themselves to fight against the worst in their enemies"-- Provided by publisher.
Rebellion
Karen Sandler
"In this final installment of the Tankborn series, Kayla has been kidnapped by the group
that has been bombing GEN warehouses, and she must pretend to sympathize with them
in order to escape"-- Provided by publisher.
Rot & Ruin: Warrior Smart
Jonathan Maberry
Call Number: 741.5 qM112r 2015
Collects Rot & ruin issues #1-5.
The Rule of Mirrors
Caragh M. O'Brien
"Rosie has escaped Forge School but finds herself trapped in the body of another girl"-Provided by publisher.
The Siege
Mark Alpert
Adam and the other robotized teenagers in the Pioneer Project must once again battle Sigma, the rogue artificial intelligence program bent on destroying Adam and all of humanity
by first corrupting the Six from the inside.
Stars Above: a Lunar Chronicles collection
Marissa Meyer
A collection of six stories from the universe of the Lunar Chronicles.
Time Zero
Carolyn Cohagan
Told through the eyes of a fifteen-year-old girl, this is a thriller about what would happen if
extremists made education for girls illegal and all marriages were arranged in Manhattan.

Unbound: stories from the Unwind World
Neal Shusterman
A collection of stories about Connor, Risa, and Lev after they have destroyed the Proactive Citizenry and are, apparently, free to live in a peaceful future.
Connor, Risa, and Lev have destroyed the Proactive Citizenry and are, apparently, free
to live in a peaceful future. Or are they? As these short stories show, in a world that has
accepted the unacceptable, there are still ways of unwinding a different take on events.
Unplugged
Donna Freitas
In the App World, Skye is a sixteen-year-old virtual girl without any glamorous downloads or fancy effects. She joined the App World for the promise of a better, virtual life,
but she's looking forward to her seventeenth birthday, when she gets to unplug, see her
mother and sister again, and decide which world she belongs in once and for all. Without warning, the border between worlds suddenly closes. Skye is trapped, and her only
chance to unplug and see her family again is to find and help Rain Holt, the son of the
most powerful leader in App World, who was also left behind when the border closed.
But when Skye unplugs, she discovers that the reasons for the border closing are much
bigger than anyone in the App World knows, and that she somehow has a part to play-a part that will turn friends into traitors and strangers into followers. And the only person
she can trust--in either world--is herself. -- adapted from book jacket.
Vicarious
Paula Stokes
Part science fiction, part thriller, Vicarious follows Winter and her sister Rose from a
Korean orphanage to their lives as digital stunt girls.
Where Futures End
Parker Peevyhouse
"Five interconnected stories that weave a subtle science-fictional web stretching out
from the present into the future, presenting eerily plausible possibilities for social media,
corporate sponsorship, and humanity, as our world collides with a mysterious alternate
universe"-- Provided by publisher.
Will to Surviv3
Eric Walters
A global blackout forces teenager Adam Daley and his neighbors to turn their community into a fortress, defending against countless enemies, but a new danger threatens to destroy them all.

